Thank you for attending the USASBE 2018 Conference.
As a token of our appreciation, please enjoy this visual reflection.
We hope to see you next year in St. Pete Beach, Florida, January 23-27, 2019
DESIGNING THE FUTURE of ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION

**Main Issues with Entrepreneurship Education**

- Training and Education for Entrepreneurs
- Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Mapping

**Entrepreneurship Administration**

- How to Empower Students to Champion Change?
- How Do Entrepreneurs Vary by Stakeholder?
- How Might We Measure Short and Long-Term Outcomes?
- How Might We More Clearly Define Variables That Measure Entrepreneurship?
- Does Experiential Education Make a Difference?
- What is the Impact of Entrepreneurship Education on Start-Ups?

**Storytelling**

- Tell Your Personal Story
- Be Dramatic

**Content Providers**

- How to Get Funders to Invest
- How Understanding Why We Invest What We Invest Matters

**External**

- How do Actors Interact Across These 3 Domains?
PGLISH BREAKFAST
featuring DIANA KANDER

THE EXPERT TRAP

1. IT'S SCARY TO BE CURIOUS
Curiosity is a Super Hero!

2. CAN YOU BREATH CORRECTLY?
I've been doing this wrong the whole time.

3. CONFIRMATION BIAS
Was that awesome or just the best ever?

4. WE SEEK POSITIVE FEEDBACK

ASK!

1. THE ONLY WAY TO GROW IS TO SEEK NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
Sometimes we're too close to see something is not working.

2. LOOK!

CURiosity IS A MUSCLE - YOU HAVE TO USE IT!

SCHEDULE IT

KEEP UP WITH TRENDS

WORK ON MY PRESENTATION SKILLS

UNSURE

FLIP THE CLASSROOM

IF YOU CAN TEACH YOURSELF TO NEVER SETTLE THEN YOU WILL NEVER PEAK!